
Sunday morning, time to chill and have fun, mom is reading a book ... and dad? Maybe he can be talked into a 
game. Of course! Daddy, have you seen my whale dancing? Actually, everything is as usual in UBANG’s new collec-
tion. Organic cotton, respectful production, and kidswear design with room for laughter, play, and attentiveness. 
But something is new. In the 2017 Autumn/Winter collection, the playful animals on – and in – the clothes are big-
ger than ever before. Elephant, UBANG’s beloved classic, has been joined by the giants of the ocean: the whale 
and the walrus. 

 

Want-to-play-kidswear from UBANG:

When big ocean animals splash onto the living room floor …
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For the girls: the dancing whale and the rainbow-coloured unicorn.
“Wanna pet my unicorn on the neck?” Yes, we can actually do that with the fine new shirts from UBANG. The unicorn 
here has a gorgeous mane in all the colours of the rainbow, just asking to be stroked. The unicorn shirt is available in 
either dusty pink or indigo with white bubbles – it’s pure fairy-tale. Mrs. Horse also invites us to pat her soft brow 
beneath the fine forelock. Her shirts are either bright purple or indigo blue. And on the whale dress the ruffles foam 
like large waves, while Whale gets ready for a massive stroke with its tail. Splash!



For the boys: volcanic eruptions, football, and walrus beard
“Look out! My shirt is about to erupt! Take cover, here comes 
the lava!” Not all kidswear is safe, and this time UBANG’s well-
known crocodile shirts are accompanied by a whole volcano! 
This shirt has a lava flow on the front. The new striped and grey  
melange UBANG shirts 
are rather more peace-
able; here you may cratch 
Walrus’ big moustache. 
But would you rather play 
football? Or basketball? 
The goal is right there on 
the front – and the ball 
is always ready, dangling 
from its cord. The foot-
ball shirts are available in 
green or stripes, and the 
new playful basketball 
shirts come in clear blue 
or golden brown hues. 
Go for goal!

For the baby: elephants, butterfly dress, and a onesie with a wagging tail 
Nothing but the best for baby. Soft and comfy. Functional and fine. In UBANG’s collections the big, kind elephant takes 
especially good care of the littlest ones. Elephant is present on the new quilted onesies in soft pink and clear blue, and 
also cavorts on striped or bubbly backgrounds. Oh, he looks like he’s having fun! The butterfly has also come by and 
has landed right on the front of baby girl’s dress, as has Mr. Dog. He stretches all the way from the ankles to the shoul-
der of baby’s new striped onesie .., and his tail is ready to wag. Woof!

In the words of UBANG designer Ulla Bang Jørgensen:
“The greatest compliment is when both kids and grownups laugh 
when they discover all the games and fun that are hidden in a 
UBANG design.”
“UBANG has existed for more than ten years now, but it’s still a 
total thrill when all the components of a design form a synthesis. 
UBANG clothes are never just costumes, as the possibilities for 
play and laughter in the clothes must coexist with comfort and 
functionality.”
“UBANG works in close collaboration with the manufacturers of 
the clothes; UBANG designs are about so much more than merely 
a couple of side seams that need to be straight. The playful 
designs are almost always three dimensional and often appliquéd 
and embroidered as well, so it takes both precision and ingenuity to 
make them perfect. That is why we go for long-term collaborations 
with the best manufacturers; places where job satisfaction plays an 
important role and where the employees take pleasure in the 
creative challenges. All UBANG products have been given the 
relevant certifications that take environmental concerns and work 
conditions for employees seriously.”
“The 2017 Autumn/Winter collection plays with ruffles and fringes, 
embroidery and appliqués. The materials are soft jersey qualities 
made from organic cotton in a variety of blends.”



No UBANG collection without Elephant!
Everybody loves Elephant. So of course UBANG’s old friend 
is here in the new 2017 Autumn/Winter collection. Elephant 
is everywhere, in the beloved classics as well as in the new 
models. For the first time Elephant has taken the shape of a 
cross-stitch print on hoodies for both boys and girls. Here the 
large ears and the tail flutter freely, while Elephant stands firmly 
on his purple or clear blue ground. What a friend to have!

For the feet: kissing swans and racoons 
Two swans stretch their graceful necks and meet for a kiss right around your ankles. They’re so handsome, these large 
white birds. The racoon also peeks out in UBANG’s new 2017 Autumn/Winter collection. I wonder what he’s up to? As 
always UBANG focuses on your feet, because the fun and games might as well begin there. The new collection still has 
all the classics, so your feet may still roar like a lion. Or you can share your stockinged legs with Unicorn.
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